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Abstract.   Trademindx (later simply referred to as “the system”) aims to 

facilitate daily trading decisions through applied natural-language process-

ing, sentiment analysis and machine learning algorithms. Built as a micro-

services based distributed architecture, its primary function is to analyse 

large volumes of data and provide clear trading indicators to the client in 

real-time.
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1.   Introduction

The system combines natural-language processing, sentiment analysis and ma-

chine learning algorithms to classify large volumes of data into clear (buy, sell or hold) 

trading decisions to the trader in real-time. The default approach is implemented using a 

maximum entropy (MaxEnt) algorithm with feedback, which applies a multinomial logistic 

regression model [1] to categorise data and continually improve accuracy.

One of the design features of the system is that there is no requirement to train 

the model. In this respect, it differs quite significantly from other machine learning im-

plementations. The system uses its own unique algorithms to train itself, generating 

models, checking results against known data and subsequently refining those models. 

The system is by design, in a state of continuous automated machine learning, constant-

ly adjusting and updating it’s internal models, thus improving accuracy.

The approach of self-training has an additional knock-on effect of removing any 

human bias introduced when categorising initial training set data. This is further rein-

forced by the use of maximum entropy. Instead, the system simply starts to learn, 

recognise patterns, identify features, deduce correlations, build models and test them — 

continuously.

Moreover, the system aims to provide more granular outputs which are not nec-

essarily binary (positive/negative). The system can provide more complex outcomes 

which may include additional characteristics such as time horizons — e.g. buy and hold 

for 1 month. However for simplicity, the initial implementation provides buy, sell or hold 

outputs with a fixed 24hr time horizon. 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2.   Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt)

entropy noun lack of order or predictability; gradual decline into disorder

MaxEnt works by extracting a set of weighted features from the input. Each fea-

ture corresponds to a constraint on the model. The MaxEnt model is the model with the 

maximum entropy of all the models that satisfy the constraints. The baseline principle 

being that if we choose a model with less entropy we would add information constraints 

to the model that would not be justified by the evidence available to us. Choosing a 

MaxEnt model is motivated by the desire to preserve as much uncertainty as possible 

thus removing any bias [2]. More formally, the maximum entropy principle states that [4]:

…in making inferences on the basis of partial information we must use that prob-

ability distribution which has the maximum entropy subject to whatever is known.

Additionally, the reasons for using MaxEnt are as follows:

• Near state-of-the-art level of accuracy when classifying complex data sets

• Simple features have been proven to successfully approximate complex rela-

tionships

• MaxEnt is able to output the accuracy/confidence of the classification

Further mathematical details are outside the scope in this introductory document 

but the reader is encouraged to refer to the references section for further details con-

cerning MaxEnt [1], [2], [3].
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3.   TaaS: Trademindx As A Service

During 2017 we have seen the introduction of AI systems into large financial or-

ganisations with varying degrees of complexity and autonomy [5]. This trend is highly 

likely to continue.

The system can also be thought of as a service, that can be used as a spring-

board to provide any organisation their first AI implementation in the shortest possible 

timeframe. It is heavily customisable to meet complex client requirements. Although the 

core system provides a default set of behaviours, these are non-opinionated, in the 

sense that they can be overridden or augmented to provide custom behaviours. This is 

achieved by well-designed generic core services controlled by parameters.

Additionally, as it is designed as a set of distinct RESTful services, it can be 

hooked into any client infrastructure to provide AI capability in existing applications and 

can be run on-prem, private or public cloud or a hybrid. Having a set of distinct micro-

services also lends itself to auto-scaling.

Once the models have been sufficiently self-trained and calibrated there is no 

reason why it cannot supplement existing algorithmic trading systems. The system can 

also be readily used to classify any set of documents.
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4.   Application to Cryptocurrencies

In the first instance, the system has been applied to Bitcoin (BTC) [6], Ethereum 

(ETH), Litecoin (LTC) and all other altcoins with a large market capitalisation (more that 

$100mm). The implementation is designed in such a way as to facilitate introduction of 

additional cryptocurrencies into the system with relative ease.

Previous attempts to deduce market sentiment analysis for Bitcoin have been 

made [7],[8]. The approaches have broadly utilised binary (positive/negative) approach-

es to categorisation with explicitly declared training data sets.

The application to this particular area is of particular interest because it is likely to 

yield interesting results in high volatility markets that are heavily influenced by news, 

opinion and perhaps even rumour [9]. Moreover near real-time market data is readily 

available from public APIs.

It should be noted however, that the system is flexible and can be applied to any 

market data sources, any data feeds and any financial instruments with minimum cus-

tomisation by utilising core generic services outlined in the next section.
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5.   Core Services

Config server Holds configuration parameters for all services

Discovery service Allows services to be discoverable in the system

Repository 
Manager

Persists raw input data, market data, categorised data, training sets, 
models, financial products, and result sets

Loader Manager Loads data from known data sources into store as raw data

Market Data 
Manager

Manages life-cycle of intraday and historical market data

Streaming Data 
Manager

Manages real-time streaming data sources

Categorizer Retrieves raw data, applies categorisation algorithms and saves result 
sets

Trainer Trains models based on known data sets and categorisation results

Analyzer Retrieves appropriate models and applies them to real-time data as it 
arrives, generating results for the clients

Reviewer Reviews previously generated results by the analyzer against known 
market data
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Scheduler Orchestrates all events in all services

Publisher Manages topics and distributes events between services and clients

Cache Manages in-memory caching of frequently accessed data such as models

Controllers Expose REST endpoints and delegate requests from clients to underlying 
services

User Interface (UI) Real-time web-based UI for visualising results
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